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Abstract
The software survival environment, which is the internal driving force of software architecture evolution, is selected as cutting point of this research. The paper
analyzes the essential characteristics of the software survival environment and its impact on the software architecture, and proposes the ontology model
SurvOntoM of the software survival environment. On this basis, the uncertainty of the software survival environment is analyzed and the uncertainty ontology
model UncerOntoM of the survival environment is proposed to solve the uncertainty of the software survival environment. The probability characteristics of
uncertainty are added to the specification of software architecture, thereby enhancing the ability of the architecture specification to describe the uncertainty.
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1.

unpredictability of the software survival environment. The
view that constitutes a software survival environment at a
certain moment is determined by the runtime context of the
software. The inherent randomness of the dynamic context
and the noisy characteristics of the software model results
in the uncertainty of the software survival environment.
The system should deal with this uncertainty so that the
software has better predictability and smarter behavior. A
self-adaptive survival model is modeled from the aspects
of survival ontology and uncertainty, respectively, to obtain
survival ontology model SurvOntoM and uncertainty
ontology model UncerOntoM. Ultimately the uncertainty
problem of the software survival environment is solved.

Introduction

The software survival environment will have an important
influence on various attributes of the software. The survival
environment is also the source of software adaptation
problems. A software will undergo different degrees of
evolution in its life course [1] (Parnas calls it software
aging [2]). Mens et al. analyzed the challenges brought
about by software evolution [3]. Researchers in [4] coped
with the heterogeneous service by considering uncertainty
in cloud computing environment. The uncertainty models
allowed the spread of evidence and inference of knowledge
to guide the system development by handling uncertainty
in [5]. Uncertainty ontology modeling was employed in
many research fields such as [6-8]. Lupafya proposed a
framework for dealing with uncertainty in software
architecture [9]. Operational environment and dynamic
factors are two kinds of uncertainties when architecting
software on the Internet-of-Things [10]. Some researchers
[11] followed the tracks between software architectural
models and non-functional requirements by exploring the
uncertainty. Ontology-based technology is employed to
model engineering body of knowledge [12] , such as
domain ontology technology was used to reason about
qualitative uncertainty in decision support system [13].
In the final analysis, the driving force of software
evolution comes from the polymorphism, variability and
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2. Analysis of impact factors of software survival
environment
The factors of software survival environment are intricate,
each environmental factor has different influence on
software architecture, and the evolution ability of software
architecture is also different. Only after analyzing and
sorting environmental factors can it be used as a driving
factor and design software architecture based on this. Fig.
1 shows the impact factors of various environmental
factors in an web-based online health assessment system
that we has developed.
It can be seen from the Fig.1 that the operating
environment has the greatest impact on software
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architecture, which is directly related to the operation mode
of the online health assessment system. The assessment
system is running on the Internet and uses SaaS (Software
as a Service) to conduct health management service after
medical examinations. The openness and dynamic nature
of the Internet cause the operating environment of the
system to be constantly changing, which requires software
architecture to have the ability to dynamically adapt to the
network's operating environment.

information is directly derived from some specific sensors,
which cannot be understood by humans; the other is the
logical survival environment information, and this kind of
information comes from the physical survival environment
information, which can be recognized and understood by
people after analysis, furthermore reasoning and
expression.
In order to describe the problem clearly, the formal
definition of the software survival environment based on
ontological logic reasoning is first given as follows.
Definition 1 Software Survival Environment is a
quintuple, 𝑆𝐸 = (𝜃, 𝐹, 𝑠𝑖 , 𝑠𝑓 , 𝛿) in which:
1)  is the system's state set, which is a finite set, and
its value is
𝜃 = {𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙, 𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙, 𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑒, 𝑜𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑑, 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔}
in which initial is the initial state, final is the final state,
mediate is the intermediate state, optimized is the
optimized state, and processing is the processing state.
2) si is the initial state and unique, and sf is the final state
and unique.
3) F is a set of environmental factors that affect the
software system. The trigger of each environmental factor
will cause the migration of the survival environment state.
4)  is a transfer function (production) from F  to
 . Therefore, if the survival environment is in state q 
and the current environmental factor is a  F ,  (q, a )  
is the next state to be transferred by the system.

Fig. 1 Influencing factors of various environmental factors in
health assessment online service system.

3.

Design of survival ontology model

The advantage of using ontology to describe the software
survival environment is that ontology has extremely strong
semantic description ability and effective inference
mechanism. Software survival environment information
can be divided into two categories: one is the physical
survival environment information, and this type of
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3.1 Software survival environment ontology model
The ontology structure model SurvOntoM (Survival
Ontology Model) of the software survival environment is
shown in Fig. 2 (this research uses framework notation [14]
to describe ontology).
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Fig. 2 Survival Ontology Model: SurvOntoM

The specific meaning of these frameworks is explained
through Table 1.
Table 1. The framework of survival ontology model
Frame Name

Data
Type@Unit

Description

Example

Frame-Request
Type
ResTime
Probability

Different request types represent different user requirements
The time interval from the time when the user submits the task to get the response
Request probability within a certain time interval

Result
WaitTime

The result of response
The latency time

String@Int@ms
Float@-

Text
20ms
3/5

Object@Int@ms

30

String@Enum@String@-

Room2118
DARK
Meeting

Frame-Response

Location
Location
Lightness
Activity

The location of service requester
The lightness of the current location
Current activities
Frame-Probability

InitProbability
TransitionMatrix
ObserveProbablity

Probability that architectural elements are in a certain state
State transition probability matrix when obtaining service
Measurable values of architectural elements

Float@Float@Float@-

CPU
Type
ClockRate
Loading

CPU type
Current operating frequency of CPU
CPU utilization level

Size
FreeSpace
Cache

Total memory capacity
Current free space in memory
Cache

String@Int@MHZ
Float@-%

MIPS64 20Kc
900
9.8%

Int@MB
Int@MB
Int@KB

512
128
64

RAM
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Network
Handoff
Capacity
MaxRate
isJam
Delay
ErrorRate
Disconnect

Network switch report
Maximum capacity of the network
Current maximum data transfer rate
Whether crowded
Round-trip delay
Packet loss rate
Network disconnection time

Bool@Int@Bit/s
Int@Bit/s
Bool@Int@MS
Float@%
Int@MS

True
2012568
23104
False
30
0.1
0

String@Bool@Int@KB/s

Print
False
500

Int@min
Int@min
Float@%
Bool/-

300
124
23%
False

Int$/Int$/Bool$/Bool$/-

29
1000
False
True

I/O
Name
Occupied
Speed

I/O name
Whether occupied
I/O speed
Power

MaxTime
RemainTime
BatteryLevel
Warning

Maximum working time of battery
Battery remaining working time
Battery remaining
Low battery remaining report

ClientCount
MaxClient
Migrate
Deploy

Number of clients currently connected
Maximum number of connectable clients
Whether to support migration
Whether to support dynamic publishing

System

dealing with uncertainty in resource predictions, we
present uncertainty as probability distributions, i.e.,
consider the uncertainty of user requests to services as a
stochastic process. The arrival of requests into a service
and the transition from Requesti to Requestj is uncertain,
and may be represented as a Poisson distribution and
transition probability matrix with some parameters,
respectively. Uncertainty lies in stochastic nature of the
context. The proposed model focuses on request of users to
think about self-adaptive actions. Accordingly, history
request information and relevant probability distribution
are speculated, the transition probability matrix can be used
to represent the transition of requests.
Accordingly, we define the uncertainty under the
software environment as follows:

In order to represent the mobile entity in the ubiquitous
computing environment, the Location entity is introduced
in the survival environment ontology to represent the
context of mobile computing. In addition, some mobile
devices need to consider the battery usage, so we use the
Power ontology.
3.2 Uncertainty ontology model
The word "uncertainty" first appeared in James Mueller's
"Whether Political Economy Is Useful" in l836. Maxwell
believes that the real logic of this world is probability
calculation, and Boltzmann introduced the randomness
perspective to physics and established statistical mechanics
[15]. The greater impact on determinism is the emergence
of quantum mechanics. Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle
[16] shows that obtaining strictly accurate initial values is
not possible in principle. This means that uncertainty is a
real existence in the objective world and a basic element
existing in the universe. Reference [17] introduces
uncertainty into the field of artificial intelligence, so that
the machine can have the ability of expressing, processing
and thinking of uncertain information and knowledge like
the human brain. Peng Jin et al. attributed uncertainty
theory to three aspects: stochastic theory, credibility theory,
and reliability theory, which dealt with three uncertain
phenomena: random, fuzzy, and rough respectively [18].
As mentioned before, randomness inherent in the
dynamic context and the noisy nature of the predictive
model leads to uncertainty. The model must explicitly
dispose the uncertainty. Some research results constitute a
contribution to deal with the uncertainty, such as Poladian
[19] proposed an approach to self-adaptation that leverages
predictions of future resource availability. However, unlike
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Definition 2 Uncertainty in the software survival
environment refers to the unpredictability of the software
execution environment due to changes outside the software
system, such as user mobility, resource changes, and
demand changes and so on.
Different types of architectural elements in software
survival environments can reason about uncertainty,
including entities that can perceive uncertainty contexts,
applications that adjust behavior based on uncertainty
contexts, and entities that can reason from basic contexts.
The common uncertainty model can be used by all entities
in the survival environment that need to perform
uncertainty reasoning, so that the system architect can
easily construct new applications and services.
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In the Semantic Web, existing description markup
languages, such as RDF (Resource Description Framework)
and OWL (Ontology Web Language), model Web content
information in a machine-readable form. Because these
ontology markup languages use hard semantics when
describing and manipulating the information of the
survival environment, that is, the semantic information
they contain is determined, which makes them helpless in
the face of uncertain information. Therefore, there is an
urgent need for a method that can model uncertain
information. It is best to build on the existing ontology
marking and inference language.
In order to make the convenience of architecture
simulation and analysis, the uncertainty can be expressed
as a probability distribution. For example, the arrival rate
of service requests (Arrival-rate) can be regarded as a
normal distribution with a specific mean and variance [20].
The precise description of the distribution makes it easier
to implement a more meaningful analysis. The software
architecture can be expanded by adding a special operator
word CaptureProb to capture these probability
distributions and use it as a built-in operator. Architects can
use this new command to write the uncertainty of the
survival environment into the specification of software
architecture. We can define the uncertainty extension in
software architecture as follows.

Mean

Slot-Distribution

Subslot-Normal

Subslot-Exponential

MathExpectation StdDeviation

RateParameter

Subslot-Poisson

λ-Parameter

Fig. 3 Uncertainty Ontology Model of survival eenvironment

In Fig. 3, the distribution slot has several sub-slots, used
to represent the probability distribution in a particular
occasion, where the mean and variance can be inherited by
these sub-slots. Normal distribution has mathematical
expectation and standard deviation, exponential
distribution has rate parameter, and Poisson distribution
has λ parameter. In order to make the distribution slot easier
to use during the modeling process of Uncertainty
Ontology Model of survival environment, the software
architecture specification provides extension points. The
purpose is to allow the architectural designer to enter
specific distribution parameter values through the client.
This method provides two benefits: one can compare the
observed value with the expected distribution; the other is
to use the values in probability simulation and analysis to
get more accurate results.
With the extension of this probability distribution, some
standard probability statistics techniques can be used to
calculate the impact of uncertainty on software architecture
in the survival environment and then implement proactive
self-adaptive behavior. If there are no probabilistic features
used the survival environment, the adaptive action for
software architecture is passive.
Uncertainty is inserted into the specification of software
architecture. Software architect can describe statistical
features of system behavior by employing probability
distribution to specify architectural behavior in a wide
range. All consequent research can be done based on the
mathematical analysis model. The uncertain evolution
process of software architecture can be depicted by this
way. After that, the future features of target system can
conferred. The self-adaptation is a specific nature about
behavior of software architecture because he driving of
self-adaptation of software architecture is the software
surviving environment. On the other hand, the selfadaptation of software-intensive system is closely relative
to software architecture. Consequently, the uncertainty of
software surviving environment and self-adaptability of
software architecture are the two base point of our work.
By analyzing uncertainty of software surviving

Definition 3 Uncertainty Extension in Software
Architecture Specification
𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟 ′ ≜ 𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟|𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑏
𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑏 ≜ 𝑐𝑜𝑚: 𝐶𝑜𝑚⨀[𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑏𝑇𝑦𝑝𝑒]
𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑏𝑇𝑦𝑝𝑒 ≜ (𝑃𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑛, 𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙, 𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙, … )
⊥ {𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟 = 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒, … }
Here, ⨀ indicates the type of probability distribution
that the component has in the software survival
environment. ProbType include normal distribution,
exponential distribution, and Poisson distribution, etc.
Each distribution has related parameters, indicated by the
operator "⊥". For example, the online health assessment
service system needs to assess someone's hypertension risk,
which is achieved through the assessment component
HypertensionCom. Assuming that the customer who
obtained the online service's request for hypertension risk
assessment satisfies the Poisson distribution, this
probabilistic feature can be added to the software
architecture specification, and the operator word
CaptureProb can be expressed as follows:
𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑏 ≜ 𝐻𝑦𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐶𝑜𝑚⨀[𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 ⊥ (𝜆
= 0.31)]
According to this, the UncerOntoM (Uncertainty Ontology
Model) in the software survival environment can be
obtained, as shown in Fig. 3:
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environment, we can design self-adaptive software
architecture to induct the evolution of system and realize
the self-adaptation to surviving environment.
4.

survival environment and the self-adaptability of the
architecture are two benchmarks. Through the analysis of
the uncertainty of the survival environment, the software
architecture with proactive self-adaptive ability can be
designed to realize the proactive self-adaptation of the
system in the survival environment.
By incorporating uncertainty into the software
architecture specification, architecture designers can
specify relevant statistical characteristics in the form of
probability distributions, which can describe a wide range
of architecture behaviors. This is the starting point for the
next step. This analysis method can describe the evolution
process of the uncertainty of the architecture, and on this
basis, study the dynamic prediction of the future state of
the system.

Conclusion

Essentially, the inherent randomness of the dynamic
context and the noisy nature of the prediction model lead
to uncertainty. The method in this paper can deal with the
uncertainty explicitly. Self-adaptation is a characteristic of
software architecture behavior. Self-adaptation is often
caused by external survival environment factors, and has
nothing to do with the software architecture. On the other
hand, the influence of environmental factors on software
architecture and the adaptability of software architecture to
environmental changes are closely related to the
architecture. Therefore, the uncertainty of the software
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